
Survey Results

How is the start of your year? What supports are working?
Good, I felt more confident and supported than I ever
have. I feel like I knew what I was doing and my
classroom was ready. On the first day, I had my mentors
check in and my best friend in the building.
If I need anything the administration has been very
receptive and supportive to my questions and needs.

Mentor model, coaching, NET week was awesome. Day
with my Peer to Peer mentor was excellent. Built
partnership within the department - super helpful. Tech part
with Steve Rippl was excellent because there are tools used
here that he shared that were really good. The ability to
monitor student computers and shut sites down etc. was
REALLY good and we could use more time on that. Pretty
good at Google classroom already.
A lot of NET was helpful. I need a refresher on some of it.
TPEP follow up would be really good.

It was great. There is always a time for trying to get to
know your students. I find my students are really engaging
and pleasant, I feel very welcome.

YES absolutely. Jen is incredibly helpful. Whenever I have
questions she is available and thorough. She is patient and I
couldn't ask for a better resource.

Going really great. Ashley was a great support. I feel very supported by Sarah
and Ashley.
I was glad we did benchmark testing.
NET week was also very helpful.
The tour was helpful even though I worked here, I learned
so much and have found it helpful.



GREAT so far. Better than expected, because usually the
beginning of the year is a crazy time for counselors. The
systems, support staff and resources have never left me
feeling like I am on an island.

All the secretaries we have and admin have been incredibly
supportive. Gena does a lot of student interaction and is
excellent. We work well with Luke to problem-solve. The
teachers are really supportive. The secretaries have been
incredible (said 2x). SpEd team members are awesome and
Tara is too.

Good, challenging with the 32 kids. Then switching to the
new smaller group of kids. Besides that everyone has
been really nice and easy to work with. I work well with
Hansen.

How lunch works was a little unclear with the cards and
lunch buckets for kids to return lunches to the classroom,
etc.

The people in this building are amazing! Kel, Marlee, and
Ashley. Being new you don't wanna ask but they just come
and check-in.

The amount of PD was a little overwhelming - Estrellita
and El Camino - JUST A LOT! of meetings and evenings.
Planning time has been impacted.

NET week . Support staff are very accessible. People are
amazing. Ashley checked in all the time which was really
nice. She would check in and observe but also trusted me.
I have felt VERY SUPPORTED. Communication at this
school is REALLY good. Weekly memos and calendar
invites, etc. That is not every school.

Really good start. It's really cool to teach in Spanish! I
really like that and we get to meet with the other Spanish
teachers here at CES to collaborate.

My team and Ashley are awesome but I am the only
Spanish in my grade which is hard.

It started great! I felt very prepared and confident to begin
the year. I know how the building works and all that. It's
going really smoothly.

Staff - Malinda, team, my P2P, First-grade team is amazing!!

I feel like it was really good. We had to make some
changes because the second grade was really behind.
The changes have felt rushed. If we had the schedule
sooner it would have helped. Walk to read is just starting.
Hard to find a routine when we layer in changes to the
schedule for Walk to read.

The check-in/check-out with the kids, and the support staff
are awesome. Malinda is amazing. She checks in and
makes sure we have everything. Also, the recent team
planning day was amazing - that REALLY helped us - so
beneficial!

It has been really good. I think my lessons are
increasingly getting better as I've gotten to know my
learners better. Building relationships has helped a lot. It's
been a really good start. Gaining confidence with CKLA,
etc.

NET week REALLY helped with logistics. I just really liked
NET a lot.
I loved hearing about the admin and your families. Made
this place feel like home.

Team time has been really important.
I LOVED the bus ride.
Tech was incredibly helpful and responsive. They are so on
it. I love how you push and use tech.



Fantastic! BEST, meetings with Denise, wonderful SpEd team

It's been great. The kids have been excitable and fun. The NET week was great. PBIS setup is really strong here -
very structured and consistent - really helps my classroom
for reinforcing behavior in my classroom. The fact that
everything is on google drive. The team had so much ready
to share.
The peer-to-peer piece is really strong and I really loved that
the person to ask has been really nice

It's been a little overwhelming with a steep learning curve
but that's not unusual. Just the nature of things being new
and a new role.

I am just really impressed with Woodland! ALL support
staff (ie coach, dean, leadership class, etc). You REALLY
support new people well and I've been to many school
districts. I tell all my teacher friends.

Because of the ML program the new curriculum training with
CKLA didn't happen until right before we started. Not a big
deal though.

A LOVE in place that is so awesome with support - all the
roles are helpful.

The peer-to-peer is HUGE.

Regular check-ins have been excellent and really helpful.

Super super super fantastic. I am so happy to be here and
grateful for all the support that's available.
I had a heart-to-heart with Malinda to share. It was hard to
ask for help because I had a terrible experience in my last
district. This place is so supportive. I don’t even want to
punch the Assistant Superintendent here.

You walk away from every conversation feeling supported,
valued, and respected. I come in everyday excited and
knowing I am going to be successful.

I think the support room is amazing. I love how Stacy will
check-in and she resources others to help when
short-staffed.

Denise is super supportive and amazing.
Instructions for everything has been really helpful
Tech and maintenance are incredible - very responsive

Good, really busy. A couple of kiddos - resources helped
me with rocking chairs and that has helped avoid dramatic
chair tips.

Very fast and busy but really great - I have been getting a
lot of behavior support from day 1 and the junior explorer
has been amazing.

Explorers are a huge benefit, they are already showing
huge gains with that. Behavioral support has been
immense.

Weekly check-ins with Malinda and my team.

The coach and team and other teachers have been helpful.
We all feel VERY supported, even when you feel wobbly
and worried we are quickly supported.

I had a lot of aha moments in the LETRS and CKLA training
and the way we approach it here in Woodland and that



really helped in our meetings with parents.

It's been great! There's been lots of support from Denise
and Malinda. During the first week before we had kids,
they came around multiple times to see what we needed.
They would say, Do you need anything and they took care
of it.
They had us think through all our routines and make a list
so we could teach those routines really easily and got us
really prepared for Kinders.

The training was really helpful.
Coach, principal, and Team time was REALLY nice at the
beginning of the year.

Just so you know all during NET week people were all
saying - we are never leaving here. It's a great district to
work for!

It was fine. There were several important aspects to my
job that I had to figure out as I went along. I am finally at a
place where I think I have almost everything figured out.

Jenna as my psych mentor and Shelby as my in-building
mentor has been great!

Really good. I came from MS art so it was a shift. I feel
positive with the curriculum but adapting it to the lower
grade levels. At this point, I am remembering kids' names
and behaviors, etc. I don't feel stressed now.

All the support is really great and I feel confident in my role
here. I know I have someone to talk to when I have
questions. I can ask anyone for help - everyone is helpful.

Good.  Working here last year helped. I knew ARC and my experience last year helped in many
classrooms and that helped me feel confident.
Mrs. Rodriguez is an excellent mentor to direct and support
me.

So, my intervention reading group ...I was given the stuff
on Friday with the expectation to teach on Monday. It was
too short notice. Now we are switching again and are too
short of notice.

I think all the training sessions were VERY useful. Math
training we just had Monday was too late. I wish I knew
things that we didn't know. I have probably spent a lot of
time finding info on my own so I wish we had that sooner.

Everything during NET week was very useful and
structured.
We do get very good support with peer to peer mentors, etc.
Ashley will be coming in to model SOAR stuff next week
which will be very helpful.



Really good. I love that Ashley and Malinda included me in LETRS. I
wasn't sure and she said yes and I was so glad to be
included as it relates to what's being taught in classrooms in
order to plan support for students.

Jake was awesome to have everything I needed when I
asked.

Kel and Marly did an awesome job presenting PBIS
systems.

I love that I have had Shelby and Jenna to lean on . They
are amazing. The Peer to Peer model is excellent.

Woodland has been amazing and so welcoming and people
are giving and helpful. I am very supported and I just love it
here.

It was great entering Woodland. I really like that everyone
is super welcoming. I never felt excluded or dumb for
having questions.

Everything. Everyone is amazing.

I feel better about the curriculum now. Angela bought
supplemental resources for us that helped. Over the
summer before starting I was very overwhelmed. I was
really nervous, but I am getting the hang of it now...Emily
and my mentor were very helpful but the NET team didn't
know anything, so that was hard.

Tara was very helpful in EVERY area that wasn't
curriculum.

Tara, mentor, teammate Emily.

I really liked the bus tour! I remember being here as a
student teacher so I didn't know Woodland and knowing
where our kids come from.

The length of presentations being short was perfect. Ability
to keep us engaged and I probably couldn't have
remembered more than what we got. It was a perfect
amount of info.
Going through Frontline was very helpful.

The tech department is very good and helpful.



My personal finance classes have been going great. My
Boss Business class hit some snags and I am working
with Russel to get back on a new track.

My bi-weekly meetings with Tara have been extremely
helpful.

Personal Finance is going really well. They left everything
they did each day which has been amazing. The shared
drive has been really helpful.
First 2 months are pretty well laid out.
We have notes, but her pacing was different to see how to
support.
We were looking at standards and it's so broad and we'd
be interested in mixing in some ancient interests.

BOSS business with the curriculum has been a challenge.
Is what we have really going to work? Kids aren't really
loving the class.

Moses has felt a little iffier on SS and I pick up 2 periods
next semester.

Feeling really good.

AWESOME -

Evaluation.
Our cycles of inquiry.
Honestly it's been amazing - behaviors are managed
really well here and I feel like I can teach the kids.

NET week was awesome.

For choir I feel set, but guitar is a little different because
for guitar there was nothing prior to work with.

Let's get Brent here...



Really great so far. I felt REALLY welcome and it's such a
positive environment. I LOVE it here. I feel like I am on a
roll with Freshmen.

Mentor teacher was helpful.
I needed more help with Skyward. I never checked
messages through Skyward - didn't know we could get
messages.

Good. What I would expect. A lot to figure out but to be
expected.

Tara
Supports were impressive
Time in the classroom was awesome during NET week. It
was recognized we needed it.
It's hard to hit the ground running without that time.

Not enough paras so planning and lunches have been
impacted. But going really well but with a lot of learning.
Never scored one before. New assessments (Woodcock
Johnson) My experience has mostly been behavior not
DSP so steep learning curve.

Devon and Jody have 2 planning questions a day but we
seem to have only one (maybe).

Overall fantastic. Starting with students and staff have
been very encouraging and helpful. EVERYONE has been
really helpful. Literally everyone has been amazing.

Staff support is amazing. People are on the same page.

The only part I didn't feel prepared for was DIBEL -
progress monitoring.
I think the year is going well.
I still feel like I haven't totally landed on everything I am
doing, but nothing unusual - just newness.

Anita Archer's conference was excellent.
Tara has been really supportive.

Great! I've been really really happy here. It was incredible
to get a paycheck at NET week. For our brand new
teachers it was amazing. I thought it was very thoughtful.
Time given in the classrooms was also really wonderful.

Partnering with Netland prior to starting really helped with
the curriculum.


